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I fully understand where you are coming from and we are different. You are very fortunate in that you have the
ability and time to explore all these streams unfortunately, many of us don’t have that luxury for a whole host of
reasons.
For many of us, fishing is limited to maybe one weeknight and then one day on the weekend. Over the course
of time we have found numerous streams that offer peace, solitude and decent fishing and having and maintain
those precious few streams is important. While I do travel 4-5 hours to fish new places, it’s not something I do
every other week.
I fully understand your second to last paragraph and totally understand where you are coming from and all I will
say is I wish your reason for not outing the stream (public backlash) was instead out of a courtesy to others who
are less fortunate and cannot travel all over, or who are not looking for the same experience as you by fishing
every stream, and simply wish for “their” stream to remain as is. As you noted, everyone is different and outing
a stream to help others experience what you experienced, well, not everyone wants the same experience as
you so you may be helping one cause and hurting another. Neither is right, neither is wrong, they are different
and what helps one hurts the other and that works both ways (outing streams, not outing streams)
In my opinion outing a stream is no different than wading into someone’s pool while they are fishing it – it’s not
being courteous and conscientious of others who may be fishing it.

